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First Semester

CSE/IT

COMPUTER NETWORKS

Time: Three Hours Maximum marks:60

Answer Question No.1 Compulsory 6X2=12 M

Answer ONE Question from each Unit 4X12=48 M

1. a) Uses of computer networks

b) Characteristic features of LAN

c) Concept of Flow Control

d) What is the payload size of the maximum length message that fits in a single AAL

3/4 cell?

e) Firewall

f) Short notes on pretty good privacy.

UNIT-I

2. a) Discuss the classification of Networks according to their size.

b) If the bit string 0111101111101111110 is bit stuffed. What is the output of the

string? Explain.

(OR)

3. a) Compare and contrast OSI reference model and TCP/IP reference model.

b) With the help of appropriate examples explain various types of connection ori-

ented and connection less services.

UNIT-II

4. a) Give the detailed description of HDLC frame format?

b) Discuss about a simplex stop-and-wait protocol? what are its merits and demerits?

(OR)

5. a) Mention the different protocols used in data link layer. Explain the operation of

HDLC protocol?

b) Discuss with example how priority is implemented in a token ring LAN.

P.T.O
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6. a) What are the services provided by Network layer to Transport layer. Explain.

b) The IP header checksum only verifies the integrity of IP header. Discuss the pros

and cons of doing the checksum on the header part versus on the entire packet.

(OR)

7. What is adaptive routing? Is Distance vector routing an adaptive algorithm or not.

Justify your answer.

UNIT-IV

8. a) Explain the transport service primitives.

b) Imagine that a two-way handshake rather than a three-way hadshake were used to

set up connections. In other words, the third message was not required. Are

deadlocks now possible? Give an example or show that none exit.

(OR)

9. a) What is the functionality that is supported by any e mail system? Explain.

b) What is SMTP? Briefly discuss about Email gateways.
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Answer Question No.1 Compulsory 14X1=14 M

Answer ONE Question from each Unit 4X14=56 M

1. Define the following

a) Gate way

b) DNS

c) Congestion

d) Routing

e) Tunneling

f) Email

g) Piggy baking

h) Bridge

i) Packet

j) Multi access

k) Subnetwork

l) Flow control

m) IP address

n) FDM

UNIT-I

2. Explain about OSI, TCP/IP reference models with neat sketch.

(OR)

3. Explain about various transmission media with neat diagrams.

UNIT-II

4. Explain about Elementary data link protocols.

P.T.O
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(OR)

5. Explain about Static channel and Dynamic channel allocation in LAN’S and MAN’s

UNIT-III

6. Explain about shortest path routing and Link state routing with neat sketches.

(OR)

7. Explain about Traffic shaping.

UNIT-IV

8. Explain about the concept of Multiplexing and crash recovery in transport protocol.

(OR)

9. Explain about Data compression in multimedia.
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Answer Question No.1 Compulsory. 14X1=14M

Answer One Question from each Unit. 4X14=56 M

1. Define the following

a) WAN

b) Twisted pair cable

c) Mesh topology

d) Datagram

e) OSPF

f) FTP

g) Packet filter

h) Session routing

i) Optimality principle

j) Time domain reflectometres.

k) Token bus

l) Distance vector routing

m) Flow specification

n) Choke bucket

UNIT-I
2. Explain about OSI reference model.

(OR)
3. Explain clearly about wireless transmission.

UNIT-II
4. Explain clearly about data link layer design issues.

(OR)
5. Explain about Data link layer switching.

UNIT-III
6. Explain aobut Network layer design issues.

P.T.O
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(OR)
7. Explain about congestion control algorithms.

UNIT-IV
8. Explain about UDP

(OR)
9. Explain E-mail.
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Answer Question No.1 Compulsory. 7X2=14M

Answer One Question from each Unit. 4X14=56 M

1. a) What are the two protocols that are defined at the transport layer of the TCP/IP

reference model?

b) Define peer process

c) List two ways in whcih the OSI reference model and the TCP/IP reference model

are the same and list in which they differ.

d) Tunnelling

e) Define congestion

f) Static channel allocation in LANs and MANs.

g) Why abrupt connection release results in data loss?

UNIT-I
2. a) Explain ISDN architecture?

b) Make a technical comparison between OSI & TCP/IP reference model.

(OR)
3. a) Distinguish among LAN,MAN,WAN and Internet.

b) Explain the characteristics of optical fiber and coax and distinguish.

UNIT-II
4. a) Explain various token bus control frames?

b) Discuss fast Ethernet cabling and its characteristics.

(OR)
5. a) Discuss about the file key assumptions in case of dynamic channel allocation in

LANs and WANs?

b) Does the use of wire center have any influence on the performance of a token ring

UNIT-III
6. a) What is non-adaptive routing. Explain any two non-adaptive routing algorithms.

b) How TCP uses sliding window to achieve flow control?

P.T.O
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7. a) How connections are setup and released in ATM? Explain.

b) Explain how TCP controls congestion?

UNIT-IV
8. a) Explain the difference in playing Audio and Video in streaming mode and down

load mode

b) Why DNS uses distributed data bases? Explain.

(OR)
9. a) How do you make web pages dynamic? Explain

b) Explain the achitecture and services of Email.What is the functionality that is

supported by user agent? Explain.
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Answer Question No.1 Compulsory. 14X1=14M
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1. Write short notes on

a) New operator

b) Object

c) .* operator

d) Early binding

e) Manipulators

f) Constructors

g) Try keyword

h) Reference variable

i) Uncaught exception

j) Virtual base class

k) STL

l) Insertion operator

m) Inline functions

n) Exceptions

UNIT-I
2. a) Draw a neat diagram of the OSI reference model

b) Write about Frame Relay.

(OR)
3. a) Describe link state routing with example.

b) Explain  i)  Flooding    ii)  Ethernet.

UNIT-II
4. Explain

a) QoS

b) Congestion Control

(OR)
5. Describe

a) OSPF

b) IPv6. P.T.O
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UNIT-III
6. Explain

a) TCP

b) UDP

(OR)
7. Explain

a) RPC

b) Crash recovery

UNIT-IV
8. Explain

a) DNS

b) HTTP

(OR)
9. a) Explain VoD.

b) Explain   i) VoIP ii) User Agent in E-mail.
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1. a) Define protocol

b) Uses of computer networks

c) Prime difference between a token bus and a token ring?

d) Purpose of bridges

e) Reasons for congestion

f) Why DNS uses distributed data bases?

g) Relation between NSAP & TSAP.

UNIT-I

2. a) Discuss the classification of Networks according to their size?

b) Discuss circuit switching and packet switching methods. Also discuss their merits

and demerits.

(OR)

3. a) With the help of appropriate examples explain various types of connection ori-

ented and connection less services.

b) Discuss the various design issues related to Data Link Layer?

UNIT-II

4. a) What is pure ALOHA and slotted ALOHA? Mention the advantages of slotted

ALOHA?

P.T.O
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b) A seven-story office building has 15 adjacent offices per floor. Each office

contains a wall socket for a terminal in the front wall, so the sockets from a

rectangular grid in the vertical plane,  with a separation of  4m between sockets,

both horizontally and vertically. Assuming that it is feasible to run a straight cable

between any pair of sockets, horizontally, vertically, or diagonally, how many

meters of cable are needed to connect all sockets using

i) a stat configuration with a single router in middle?

ii) an 802.3 LAN?

iii) a ring network (without a wire center?

(OR)

5. What is a token? Discuss the protocol of token ring LAN in general. Discuss with ex-

ample how priority is implemented in a token ring LAN?

UNIT-III

6. Define route. Why routing algorithm is required. Routes can be predetermined and then

use them when required (or) Routes can be determined when needed and use them imme-

diately. First method is proactive and second method is reactive. Which one is preferred

for wired networks? Justify your answer.

(OR)

7. a) What are the services provided by transport layer to upper layers? Explain.

b) Give a brief on TCP transmission policy and congestion control.

UNIT-IV

8. a) With the help of diagram explain the encryption model.

b) What is the role of key secrecy and algorithm secrecy in security? What are the

approaches for cryptanalysis? Explain.

(OR)

9. Give a brief on the following:

a) Data Compression in multimedia

b) Video on Demand

c) Email privacy
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